Introduction
Database interoperation is an important area of bioinformatics research, particularly molecular biology (Robbins, 1993) . This is partly due to the huge success of the Human Genome Project (HGP) (Cantor, 1990) . Because of its collaborative nature, one aspect of the HGP community's behavior is that producing one's data almost invariably requires examining data produced by others. Over the past decade, individual laboratories associated with the HGP have generated vast amounts of genomic data, and database interoperation is needed to facilitate the goal of data dissemination.
The HGP's goals in database interoperation are avoiding duplication of the costly data generation process, detecting inconsistent data by allowing scientists to examine each other's data, and integrating as many related data sources as possible to support more complete research investigations. One practical problem in achieving these goals is that the data repositories of concern to the HGP are maintained independently and are not coordinated with each other in terms of structure and/or content. Furthermore, the types of data that need to be modeled are complex in nature [e.g. chromosome map data (Nadkarni, 1995) ] and are different from the monolithic ones found in the corporate data processing community.
Overview of EAV model
This paper focuses on an entity-attribute-value (EAV) modeling technique to facilitate database interoperation. This technique, historically based on the 'association list' data structure (Winston, 1984) , is designed to represent highly heterogeneous data in a simple and uniform fashion. EAV techniques have traditionally been used to represent the extensional part of a database (i.e. data). In the EAV representation of data, every fact is stored as a 'triple': the entity (a real-world object that is being described), an attribute (a property of this real-world object) and the value of this property. For example, to describe the fact that a particular STS (marker) happens to be a gene, we create the triple <'CD27', 'Marker-type', 'Gene'>. The EAV model has been used extensively to store clinical patient data Chueh and Barnett, 1994) . Because of its very general nature, EAV (in a slightly modified form) is also used to store information in Web 'cookies' (Dwight and Erwin, 1996) , as well as in Microsoft Windows.INI files, where the nature of the information being stored is highly variable.
Thus far, other researchers have modeled only simple data with EAV techniques. That is, the 'value' is an atomic constant (e.g. a text string or integer). In modeling scientific data, complex object structure (e.g. object nesting) needs to be addressed. To represent complex data, we extend the EAV triple to allow its value component to be defined as a function or a list of values in addition to a simple value. The example EAV triple below represents the fact that the gene ('CD27') has an attribute (composite attribute) called synonyms, whose values are obtained by calling the function Get_Syn-onyms(gene-id), where gene-id in this case is 'CD27'. <'CD27', 'Synonyms', Get_Synonyms('CD27')> In addition, we use the EAV approach to include the intentional part of a database (i.e. metadata). EAV techniques have been applied to metadata design in several database applications. For example, an EAV method is proposed to incorporate metadata for a nematode identification database (Diederich and Milton, 1991) . EAV techniques have also been used to structure metadata in medical databases Cimino et al., 1994; Nadkarni, 1997) . We believe that our effort is the first to use the EAV model to support query interoperation in a multidatabase environment.
We chose the EAV model (which is structurally simple) over structurally complex models (Saltor et al., 1991) . The main difference between structurally complex models and our model is that, in the former, rich semantics are hardcoded in the schema of the database, whereas in our system the semantics are stored as metadata. This allows local schema evolution to be handled more gracefully, and also allows its use in other domains without having to recreate the schema. Other structurally simple models, such as the object exchange model (OEM) (Papakonstantinou et al., 1995) , have been proposed to facilitate interdatabase mappings. However, the OEM approach is 'schemaless': there is no precise correspondence between the metadata components and the schema objects. OEM does not exploit existing knowledge of a structure of a database. Thus, it becomes difficult to use such a model to carry out structural comparisons among individual databases.
DB/12 and GDB
Two existing chromosome map-related databases, namely DB/12 (Miller et al., 1995) and GDB (Fasman et al., 1994) , are used to demonstrate our technique. DB/12 is designed to assist in the mapping of human chromosome 12. GDB is a large-scale community database, which describes mappingrelated data on all human chromosomes. Both databases contain similar data, i.e. chromosome map data. Normally, stable data sets of DB/12 are submitted to GDB so that the community as a whole can study the mapping data for the entire 23 pairs of chromosomes.
Users of DB/12 often need to access data in GDB. For example, a DB/12 user who is planning to map a particular region of chromosome 12 needs to know to what extent this region has been mapped by other researchers. The user may find in GDB the information needed for building a foundation map for the region. Through laboratory experiments, the user refines the region further, generating data which are submitted incrementally to GDB for public use. The user may also continuously monitor GDB's new submissions by others who are studying the same or related mapping region.
While both DB/12 and GDB are implemented in relational form and contain similar data, they model their data in significantly different ways. DB/12 uses conventional entityrelationship (ER) (Chen, 1976) modeling. GDB uses an object-oriented approach, namely object protocol management (OPM) (Chen and Markowitz, 1995) , as a conceptual model. Despite their similarities, the two databases have differences in the types of data that each maintains. DB/12 describes a single kind of the physical map (the STS-content physical map or simply contig map). GDB stores different kinds of genetic and physical maps, including linkage maps, STScontent physical maps and radiation hybrid maps.
Such heterogeneous modeling practices make interoperability of DB/12 and GDB challenging. An ideal solution is to let the DB/12 user transparently access GDB as if GDB were an extension of DB/12. In other words, the DB/12 user issues queries against GDB in the same way she or he would issue queries against DB/12. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of our system. The interoperable components of DB/12 and GDB (metadata) are described by a database called MetaDB. Basically, MetaDB translates the schemas of DB/12 and GDB into the EAV format, and relates or maps the EAV units among individual databases to each other. The system provides a query interface that allows the user to issue queries against the schema of one (source) database and automatically map them to the schema of another (target) database.
Methods
The metadata schema is shown in Figure 2 . It consists of two parts: descriptions of the components of individual databases and descriptions of mapping of components from one database to another. We describe each in turn.
Description of individual databases
The metadata that describe individual databases are distributed among the following tables: Databases, Object_Direc-tory, Entities, Attributes, Domains and Relationships. The last four tables are all linked to the object directory table through an object ID. The object directory table serves as a bridge between these metadata and the metadata described in the next section.
Databases describes information on each physical database in the interoperation model (e.g. DB/12, GDB). Fields include a system-generated unique identifier, the logical database name (Name) (e.g.'DB/12'), the physical database name (Dname) (e.g.'chr12'), the type of DBMS used to implement the database, the IP address of the database server, and login information (for queries of the database).
Entities models entities (tables) of individual databases. It is related many-to-one to Databases. It includes the following columns: the Object ID, database ID, logical name (Name) and physical name (Dname).
Attributes describes the attributes (fields or columns) of each table in a database. It is related many-to-one to Entities. It includes the following columns: the Object ID, physical and logical names, category of data type (e.g. text or numeric), physical data type (e.g. long integer or floating-point) and a Boolean field (IsPkey) indicating whether an attribute is a primary key.
Domains is related many-to-one to Attributes, and describes the set of discrete (enumerated) values that an attribute may take. For example, the table 'Markers' has a field called 'Marker_Type', which can take one of several values, such as 'Gene', 'Single-copy Probe', 'Expressed Sequence Tag', etc. In practice, these descriptive strings are often stored in a separate controlled-vocabulary table (GDB uses the suffix 'DICT' to identify all such tables) and an integer value corresponding to the descriptive string is stored against each marker. Naturally, such domain information is not applicable to many attributes (such as names of persons). The columns include an object ID, internal value (an integer) and the descriptive value (the string).
Relationships represents the relationship between two entities. This table makes the simplifying assumption of a single-column primary key (which is true of most genomic and, indeed, most operational databases). Its columns are: an object ID, the Object IDs of the two joining attributes, relationship cardinality (e.g. one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-one). One important additional field is the type of relationship. In conventional relational databases, such as those used for business applications, one-to-one relationships between tables are rarely seen. (Indeed, the only reason to have such relationships is that not all information on an entity can be stored in a single physical table, typically because of vendor limitations on the number of fields per table.) On the other hand, when modeling complex objects in scientific databases, an object may belong to one of several types, and each type has specific information associated with it. Therefore, we split the information on an object across more than one table. For example, in GDB, the parent class 'Map' has the child classes 'Contig Map', 'Cytogenetic map', 'Radiation Hybrid Map', etc. The relationship type between the entities 'Cytogenetic map' and 'Map' would be recorded as 'Object-inheritance' or 'ISA'. DB/12, which is primarily a physical mapping database, does not use object hierarchies.
We must emphasize that, for the most part, the information present in these tables does not have to be entered by hand. Instead, it can be created by commercially available schemaextraction tools that query a database schema's data dictionary. The only table that may require manual entry is the Domains Table. In GDB, for example, one could identify relationships where the 'One' table has the 'DICT' suffix and then extract all such rows from that table to constitute the set of values defining the domain.
Object_Directory pools essential information for all entities, attributes, relationships and domains across all databases. This table has a one-to-one relationship with the tables representing different types of database objects (e.g. entities and attributes). The table has three fields: Object ID (a machine-generated identifier), object type (one of 'entity', 'attribute', 'relationship' or 'domain value') and database ID.
The last is used for efficiency reasons, so that one can directly jump from a lower-level concept (e.g. a relationship) to the database where it is stored.
Mapping of components across databases
These metadata are stored in three tables: EAV, Correspondences and Mapping_Functions. In the account below, we simplify the presentation by using descriptive names. Internally, it is the object unique identifiers that are stored.
EAV describes different types of objects listed in Object_Directory in entity-attribute-value form. The purpose of storing information redundantly in EAV is 2-fold: it simplifies programmatic manipulation and it reorganizes database objects (e.g. entities, attributes, relationships and domain values) in a self-describing way to facilitate (both conceptually and physically) specification of database correspondences. In effect, this table acts as a directory for all information on individual objects in the database. It is generated algorithmically by transforming the contents of each of the tables described previously. Below, we show how each type of database object is represented in EAV form (we call these EAV triples 'EAV units').
•
Entity. An entity is expressed as: <Database_ID, 'Has_Entity', Entity_ID>. Examples are <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Marker'> and <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'GenomicSegment'>.
•
Attribute. An attribute is expressed as: <Entity_ID, 'Has_Attribute', Attribute_ID>. Examples are <'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'> and <'GDB', 'DBObject', 'Name'>.
• Relationship. A relationship is expressed as: <En-tity1_ID, Relationship_Type, Entity2_ID>. An example is <'Gene', 'ISA', 'GenomicSegment'>.
• Domain Value. A domain value is expressed as: <At-tribute_ID, 'Has_Domain_Value', Value>. Examples are <'Relationship', 'Has_Domain_Value', 'PCR'> and <'ObservationType', 'Has_Domain_Value', 'amplifies'>. Metadata can be viewed as additional information that describes database objects including entities and attributes. The line between what constitutes an entity and what constitutes an attribute, for example, becomes blurred. In fact, any database objects, including domain values, can be treated as entities since additional information can be associated with such objects in the form of attributes. In the above examples, we call the attributes (e.g. 'Has_Entity', 'Has_Attribute', 'Has_Domain_Value' and 'ISA') 'meta-attributes', since they are not real attributes, but are used to associate metainformation with existing database objects. In other work (Siegel and Madnick, 1991), meta-attributes are used to describe attributes only. ObjectNames'. The first correspondence is for the displaying of query results and the second correspondence is used for both displaying and searching (an object requested by a user must be located through its official name, as well as synonyms).
Repetitive correspondence. A schema object (e.g. entity and attribute) in one database may be mapped repetitively to different schema objects in another database. For example, GenomicSegment in GDB is mapped repetitively to Marker and Clone in DB/12 (because both markers and clones are types of genomic segments). In query processing, such repetitive mappings lead to replication of schema objects (e.g. GenomicSegment can be replicated to produce GenomicSegment1 and GenomicSegment2, which correspond to Clone and Marker, respectively). Mapping functions are written to specify procedural logic used to transform an object in one database into an equivalent object in the other database when the above framework alone is inadequate. For example, every Marker in DB/12 has a single name (i.e. it is single-valued), whereas in GDB a marker has an official name and perhaps several synonyms (i.e. it is multi-valued). The latter are stored in a synonyms table (ObjectName). To gather the set of names (including the official name and synonyms) in GDB corresponding to a single Marker name in DB/12 (e.g. 'CD27'), one would have to create the proper SQL code to 'combine' names from both the DBObject and the ObjectName tables. This combining action can be achieved by invoking a mapping function written in a language such as Javascript. Such a function may return a 'virtual' object that holds the combined objects. (The conversion is complicated by the fact that searches in GDB must be specified with lower-case strings only; the function would have to accommodate this.) As in the case of alternative correspondence described above, the location of a database object (e.g. an attribute) in the source query (e.g. the object may occur in the attribute-list or condition-list of the query) determines which mapping function is used. The field 'Where' in the Mapping Functions table indicates where a particular correspondence takes place in a query. Finally, the Type field is used to indicate the type of mapping function in question (e.g. a domain mapping).
Query interoperation
Based on the EAV correspondences described in the above section, we translate an SQL query issued against one database into another. We consider that using SQL does not compromise the generality of our translation methodology for the following reasons. SQL is the lingua franca not only for relational databases, but (through mechanisms such as Open Database Connectivity) for non-relational databases as well. Further, the draft of the new version of SQL (SQL-3) has object-oriented and procedural features. Our SQL syntax is a modest extension of standard SQL's SELECT statement to let users specify a Source database (based on which a query is formulated) and a Target database to which the query is mapped.
Query mapping via EAV units
Our query mapping process is performed in three steps:
• decompose a source query into a set of EAV units; • produce another set of EAV units by using pre-established EAV correspondences; • construct the target query from the newly generated set of EAV units. • The link between Ei and Ei + 1 is one-to-one and the link between Ei + 1 and Ei + 2 is either one-toone or one-to-many.
• Ei, Ei + 1 and Ei + 2 are linked via one attribute from each entity such that Ai-Ai + 1-Ai + 2 (where a dash represents an attribute link, and Ai, Ai + 1 and Ai + 2 represent attributes of Ei, Ei + 1 and Ei + 2, respectively).
• Ei + 1 does not have any attributes that appear in the attribute-list or user-defined conditions of the target query. The above join reduction rule can be applied recursively until no more entities can be removed. One example use of such a rule is to remove broader (less specific) entities. For example, a query is issued against GDB to display gene names. Without the use of this entity removal procedure, the query needs to join four tables: ObjectName, DBObject, GenomicSegment and Gene. However, by applying the rule, DBObject and GenomicSegment can be eliminated, thus reducing the cost of the query. 3.3. Construct the attribute-list of the target query based on the attribute EAV units in EUt. 3.4. Construct the user-defined condition literals in the WHERE clause of the target query based on the results of attribute and domain value mappings of the condition literals.
Implementation
MetaDB is implemented as a Microsoft Access relational database. To create the Web interface to different database platforms (Sybase and Access in our case), we use a commercial Web application server, Cold Fusion (CF), which links Web pages to a variety of databases via ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) drivers. CF has a programming language that uses special tags embedded in HTML files. In addition, we use Javascript code called from CF to implement the query mapping procedure (QUERY_MAPPING). Two particular Javascript features we find useful are the use of object properties as a means of implementing EAV data structures directly and the use of the 'eval' function, which evaluates a string as Javascript code. (We use the latter for mapping functions.)
Results
We present three examples to illustrate how the QUERY MAPPING procedure is applied to map SQL queries that are issued against DB/12 to GDB. A prototype Web interface is implemented for users to enter the source query, specify the source and target databases, and view the results of the source and target queries.
Example 1
This example illustrates how the query 'List the names of markers that are of type "gene" and whose names begin with "CD27"' submitted to DB/12 can be mapped to GDB. Figure  3 shows this query in SQL against DB/12 (the source database). As shown in the figure, the user can use the two pull- down menus (located directly below the form header) to specify the source database and the target database, respectively. Notice that the source query is composed using the logical names of database objects. Such logical names are automatically mapped to the physical names appearing in the underlying database for the actual query to take place. Clicking the 'Search' button confirms the source query entry and executes the query mapping procedure. The check box labeled 'Show SQL' (located at the bottom of the form) is checked if the user wants to inspect the actual source and target queries when viewing the query results. In the following, we show how this example query is processed according to QUERY_MAPPING.
Step 1: The SQL query is decomposed into three sets of EAV units as follows.
• Attribute-list: {<'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'>}.
• Entity-list: {<'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Marker'>}.
• Condition-list: {<'Marker_Type', 'Has_Do-main_Value', 'Gene'>, <'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'>, <'Marker_Name', 'Has_Do-main_Value', 'CD27%'>}.
Step 2: EAV correspondences.
• <'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'> corresponds-to <'GenomicSegment', 'Has_Attribute', 'Name_Synomyns' = Combine(<'DBObject', 'Has_Attribute', 'Name'>, <'ObjectName', 'Has_At-tribute', 'Synonyms'>)>. Since 'Marker' corresponds to 'GenomicSegment', we create for 'GenomicSegment' a 'virtual' attribute called 'Name_Synonyms', which is defined as the combination (concatenation) of the official name (stored in DBObject) and the synonyms (stored in ObjectName). This virtual attribute corresponds to the Marker_Name attribute in DB/12. • <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Marker'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'GenomicSegment'>.
• <'Marker_Type', 'Has_Domain_Value', 'Gene'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'Gene'>.
• <'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'> corresponds-to <'GenomicSegment', 'Has_Attribute', 'SearchSynonym' = <'ObjectNames', 'Has_At-tribute', 'SearchSynonym'>>.
• <'Marker_Name', 'Has_Domain_Value', userstring='CD27%'> corresponds-to <'SearchSynonym', 'Has_Domain_Value', SmallCase(userstring)>.
Step 3: Target query construction. Figure 4a shows a graph connecting the GDB EAV units found in the above step. As shown in the figure, there are four entities: DBObject, ObjectNames, GenomicSegment and Gene. Then we determine which of these entities can be eliminated based on the join reduction rule specified in QUERY_MAPPING. According to the rule, GenomicSegment and DBObject can be removed because they represent broader entities than Gene, and they have no attributes that are referenced in the attribute-list and the user-defined conditions. The final version of the target query, together with the final version of the source query and the individual query results, are presented in Figure 5 . Figure 5 indicates that GDB returns more matches than DB/12 due to the presence of synonyms. Each GDB object is identified by an official name and a set of synonyms (the official name is also included in the synonyms). When searching a GDB object by name, synonyms ought to be included. Such use of synonyms can broaden the search of database objects (i.e. improving retrieval sensitivity). For example, it would be useful for DB/12 users to know that the gene (whose official name is 'CD27') has the synonym 'C27 antigen' in GDB. Figure 5 also shows that a gene named 'CD70' is found in GDB because it has two synonyms: 'CD27LG' and 'CD27L'. We found that this gene is not located on chromosome 12 (it is located on chromosome 19). Further information is needed to determine whether this gene is related to 'CD27'. In general, we should be aware of the possible side-effects (e.g. irrelevant data) of using synonyms in data retrieval.
Example 2
In this example, we illustrate how the query 'List the map IDs and D-numbers of the markers (in order) whose D-numbers are: D12S349, D12S321, D12S366, D12S395' submitted to DB/12 can be mapped to GDB. Figure 6 shows this query in SQL issued against DB/12. In the following, we show how the example query is processed according to QUERY_MAP-PING.
Step 1: The SQL query is decomposed into three sets of EAV units as follows. • Attribute-list: {<'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'D_Number'>, <'Map', 'Has_Attribute', 'MapID'>}.
• Entity-list: {<'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Marker'>, <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Map'>, <'DB/12', 'Has_En-tity', 'Map_Object'>}.
• Condition-list: {<'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'>, <'Marker_Name', 'Has_Do-main_Value', '"D12S349", "D12S321", "D12S366", "D12S395"'>, <'Map_Object', 'Has_Attribute', 'Map_Address'>}.
• <'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'D_Number'> corresponds-to <'GenomicSegment', 'Has_Attribute', 'Name' = <'DBObject', 'Has_Attribute', 'Name'>>. • <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Marker'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'GenomicSegment'>.
• <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Map'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'ContigMap'>.
• <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Map_Object'> correspondsto <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'MapElement'>.
• <'Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'> corresponds-to <'GenomicSegment', 'Has_Attribute', 'SearchSynonym'>.
• <'Marker_Name', 'Has_Domain_Value', user-string = '"D12S349", "D12S321", "D12S366", "D12S395"'> corresponds-to <'SearchSynonym', 'Has_Domain_Value', SmallCase(user-string)>.
• <'Map_Object', 'Has_Attribute', 'Map_Address'> corresponds-to <'MapElement', 'Has_Attribute', 'sortCoord'>.
Step 3: Target query construction. Figure 4b shows a graph connecting the GDB EAV units found in the above step. There are five entities present in the figure: ContigMap, MapElement, ObjectNames, GenomicSegment and DBObject. GenomicSegment can be omitted because it has no attributes being referenced in the target query and MapElement can directly be linked to DBObject (via the ISA relationship). The final version of the target query, together with the final version of the source query and the individual query results, are shown in Figure 7 .
This example illustrates the fact that Map in DB/12 corresponds to ContigMap in GDB, since DB/12 models only one type of map: the physical contig map. Here the underlying assumption is that we can compare two chromosome maps only if they belong to the same type. In other situations, we may need to relax such an assumption to allow comparisons among different types of maps (e.g. linkage versus. contig maps). The query results shown in Figure 7 reveal an inconsistency in the order of two map objects/elements (D12S321 and D12S395). In DB/12, D12S395 is placed before D12S321, but their order is switched in GDB. To resolve such an inconsistency, more laboratory experiments may be needed.
Example 3
This example shows how the query 'List the names of markers (along with the experimental relationships) that are experimentally associated with the clone "634_e_4"' submitted to DB/12 can be mapped to GDB. Such clone-marker associations are important in determining the order of markers. Figure 8 shows the source SQL query. In the following, we show how the SQL query is processed according to QUERY_MAPPING.
• Attribute-list: {<'Markers', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'>, <'Clone_Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Relationship'>}. • Entity-list: {<'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Markers'>, <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Clones'>, <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Clone_Marker'>}.
• <'Markers', 'Has_Attribute', 'Marker_Name'> corresponds-to <'GenomicSegment', 'Has_Attribute', 'Name' = <'DBObject', 'Has_Attribute', 'Name'>>.
In example 1, we make Marker_Name (in DB/12) correspond to the combination of official name and synonyms (in GDB). In this example, however, Marker_Name corresponds only to the official name.
• <'Clone_Marker', 'Has_Attribute', 'Relationship'> corresponds-to <'Order_', 'Has_Attribute', 'ObservationType'>.
• <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Marker'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'GS1' = 'GenomicSegment'>.
• <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Clone'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'GS2' = 'GenomicSegment'>.
• <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Marker'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'OS1' = 'OrderSegment'>.
• <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Clone'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'OS2' = 'OrderSegment'>.
• <'DB/12', 'Has_Entity', 'Clone_Marker'> corresponds-to <'GDB', 'Has_Entity', 'Order_'> • <'Clone', 'Has_Attribute', 'Clone_Name'> corresponds-to <'GenomicSegment', 'Has_Attribute', 'Synonym' = <'ObjectNames', 'Has_Attribute', 'SearchSynonym'>>.
• <'Clone_Name', 'Has_Domain_Value', user-string = '634_e_4'> corresponds-to <'SearchSynomyn', 'Has_Domain_Value', SmallCase(user-string)>.
Step 3: Target query construction. Figure 4c shows the graph connecting the GDB EAV units found in the above step. There are a total of eight entities as follows: ObjectName, DBObject1, DBObject2, GS1, GS2, OS1, OS2 and Order. Based on our join reduction rule, DBObject1, OS1 and OS2 can be omitted. The final version of the target query, together with the final version of the source query and the individual query results, are shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 shows once again that the two databases return different results for the same query. In DB/12, two markers ('AFM298zb1' and '918a6-R') are found to be related to the clone '634_e_4' via a PCR reaction. In GDB, two objects ('AFM298zb1' and '634_e_4') are found to be related to the same clone. We can ignore the fact that the clone relates (hybridizes/amplifies) to itself. The genomic segment 'AFM298zb1' both 'hybridizes' and 'amplifies' to the clone. The 'amplifies' relationship is more specific than the 'hybridizes' one and it is equivalent to the 'PCR' (or 'POSI-TIVE PCR') relationship as occurred in DB/12.
Discussion
Three common approaches to database interoperation include data warehouse, multidatabase language and database federation. The data warehouse approach (Ritter, 1994) assumes that a set of heterogeneous databases are translated and statically loaded into a single database system. Query performance would be better, but this approach is impractical for the large public databases, such as GSDB (Cinkosky et al., 1995) and GDB, since the data change so frequently. Translation becomes more difficult if the schema changes often. The multidatabase language approach (Litwin and Abdeliatif, 1987) requires the use of an extended query language to resolve semantic heterogeneities. This approach is flexible, since no global schema is required. However, the complete absence of metadata to map objects in one database to objects in another database puts a major burden on the user of the system to ensure the semantic correctness of crossdatabase queries. Such a user must be an expert in both the query language as well as the schemas of both databases (and possibly a domain expert as well). The database federation approach (Batini et al., 1986) maps queries issued against a federated (integrated) schema to the ones against the local schemas. Our approach can be seen as belonging to the database federation approach.
In addition to mapping between a pair of local schemas, our approach can be effective in specifying mappings between a federated schema and a local schema. This is because our metadata schema can incorporate an arbitrary number of actual physical schemas. Although our modeling technique is ER based, its extensions can work with other semantic and object-oriented data models (as stated earlier, the GDB schema is based on an object model).
Conclusions: limitations of present work and future research
We demonstrated how to apply our technique to perform query interoperation between two chromosome map databases: DB/12 and GDB. The initial overhead in preparing our system for operational use is in populating the metadata that describe the individual schemas and the correspondence of objects across schemas. Once the metadata are fully populated, the system can be used by anyone familiar with the simpler schema (using either SQL or a graphical front end to the schema, such as Microsoft Access's Visual Query-ByExample). In effect, when the two databases differ significantly in complexity, the simpler schema acts as a 'front end' to the complex schema. Our approach enables users of a simpler database (DB/12) to use their local schema knowledge to query (using SQL) a more complex but related database (GDB). One can also go in the reverse direction, as when a user of GDB wishes to query a simpler database that is part of a federation. Our query mapping mechanism would be valuable to genome scientists, because it would allow them to access, compare and validate each other's data more readily.
We identify the following as future research issues. The type of query interoperation studied in this work does not include interdatabase joins. We plan to extend the intradatabase relationships to relate entities belonging to different databases. We also plan to incorporate more databases, such as GSDB, into our multidatabase system. The query interoperation using SQL would be simpler than the one using a multidatabase language. However, users of molecular biology databases would prefer using an even simpler language. Our query interoperation interface could be further simplified if join conditions could be omitted from the query (Zhao et al., 1995) .
A major research issue is the semi-automatic population of the 'Correspondences' table in the metadata. Currently, specifying correspondences in our system is a manual process that requires an intimate knowledge of the schema of both databases, in addition to familiarity with the vocabulary of our system. In particular, it would be useful if our technique could be extended to guide detection of semantic and physical correspondences of entities across databases semi-automatically. We hypothesize that structural comparison could be handled more efficiently if structural knowledge, such as inheritance and aggregation, was exploited (Garcia-Solaco et al., 1995) . For example, in GDB, we could let the user focus on descendants of the GenomicSegment table when looking for correspondences. A graphical user interface that assisted the domain expert (who was not necessarily a database expert) in matching related entities/attributes/domains across databases is critical to the operation of our system in production mode.
